
Ewa Drobek is an English and German teacher. She is currently working in 
Zmichowska 15th High School in Warsaw and Akademeia High School. She graduated 
from Applied Linguistics at Warsaw University. For more than 15 years she has been 
teaching foreign languages at the best secondary schools and high schools in Warsaw 
as well as at Warsaw University and Warsaw University of Technology. She believes 
that her profession brings the greatest benefits by making students curious about the 
world. That is why she is the author or co-author of numerous actions taken at her 
home school (the foundation of unique classes with architectural and theatrical profiles, 
organization of student trips to the theatres, promotion of Zmichowska Amateur 
Theatre Festival, creation of the "Zmichowska sings" project). She also involves in 
valuable international projects, for instance: Maths and Languages, Here I stand, 
Global Reading On Global Challenges, Earn it with a Smartphone, SOS4Love, My 
Magical Dust, Music Teachers For Global Peace and many others. Ewa Drobek was 
the author of plentiful publications in teaching magazines, such as Horyzonty Anglistki 
(eng. English Teacher’s Horizons) or Tik w Edukacji (eng. Tic in Education). She also 
speaks at TEDx or PASE conferences and trains other teachers all around Poland from 
modern teaching methods and team management. She was awarded with the titles of 
the Teacher of the Year (2016 - finalist, 2019 – 2nd place), the English Teacher of the 
Year (2019 – the winner) and the Global Teacher Award (2019 – the winner) and 
Dedicated Teacher Awards 2020. In her spare time she organizes and produces 
album recording and promotional concerts of her talented students as a part of the 
“Zmichowska Sings” project. The project has been appreciated with the UNESCO 
award (2017) and is highly renowned among Polish Radio and Television.  

She encourages students to participate in charity actions by cooperating with the “Face 
to Face with the World” foundation - with the help of which she looks after an orphanage 
in Uganda. During the pandemic, she was the host of the “Korki TV” program broadcast 
on Metro TVN, where with her son, she conducted classes for high school graduates. 
The initiative was awarded as the most watched program. Privately, she is a mother 
and wife, she also has a dog. 

Ewa Drobek never stops working and she loves undertaking new challenges. She is 
now the administrator of the Polish Super Teachers Association - a group of 150 best 
teachers in Poland. 

 


